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Tony Bingelis-



FLUSH RIVETING TIPS



Flush rivets are used, primarily, on external metal surfaces where good appearance and the elimination of unnecessary aerodynamic drag are important. The sleek smoothness of flush riveted skins is considered to be an essential factor in obtaining the maximum performance expected of high performance aircraft. Unfortunately, since flush riveting is an expensive process, most manufacturers of general aviation aircraft have long limited the use of flush rivets to as few components as possible. This is understandable for the extra labor costs could outweigh, by far, the slight performance gain realized from the extensive use of flush riveting. While labor costs aren't ordinarily a matter of concern in the construction of a homebuilt, the extra work could be. However, extra work for a good purpose doesn't seem to deter most builders as they are more apt to be freer with their time than with their money. Still, it is well for the first time builder to be aware that extra, time consuming, preparatory steps will be required if he elects to go all the way with flush riveting. As in the installation of conventional protruding head rivets, flush riveting starts with the drilling of the correct size



hole for the rivet selected. The additional work generated by the use of flush rivets stems from the requirement to modify the drilled rivet hole to accept the cone shaped head of the flush rivet. This generally means that the drilled rivet hole will have to be either machine



"While labor costs aren't ordinarily a matter of concern in the construction of a homebuilt, the extra work could be."



Notes About Rivet Holes There are two ways to make rivet holes. Drill them or punch them out with a tool . . . like the Whitney punch. The Whitney punch is a small hand held lever type punch with interchangeable dies. It can accurately punch the correct size holes, and do it quicker . . . quicker than by drilling them. A built-in adjustable margin stop allows holes to be punched in exact alignment along the edges of a part. Ah, that's the primary limitation to this handy tool. It has a very limited reach. For the most part, rivet holes are drilled either with a hand held electric or pneumatic drill, or on a drill press. And it goes without saying (but I'll say it anyway) that all rivet holes should be drilled with a new bit, or one that has been accurately sharpened and will drill on-size holes. Before you start drilling that hole, be sure the drill bit is the correct size! If you err on the small size, no harm is done. But to date, no one has figured out how to shrink a drilled hole in an aluminum skin. Even though a rivet shank expands when the rivet is set with a rivet gun and bucking bar, this is not to be taken as license to drill sloppy or oversized holes. By drilling the correct size hole, the rivet expansion is such that an added shear strength is developed in the rivet. On the other hand, an oversized hole will deprive you of this added strength and will weaken the joint. I know that we all, occasionally, drill



countersunk, or compression dimpled



holes without first fixing their locations



to provide the proper nest for the rivet head.



with accurately placed center punch marks, but this is a risky practice. Sometimes at the worst possible time, the drill will "walk" in spite of your efforts to control it, and your nice shiny surface is marred. But even worse, an important



But, before we get into countersinking



and dimpling procedures, a few important comments regarding the drilling of rivet holes may be useful. 34 APRIL 1987



hole may have been drilled slightly offcenter. Here's a useful tip. Before starting that drill motor, rotate the chuck by hand a turn or two with the drill point pressed against the punch mark. This is equally effective in starting the hole when using the drill press. Drilling holes in external skins takes extra care because, if you aren't careful, the chuck will hit and grind against the surface when the drill bit breaks through. To prevent this and possible internal damage, support the drill with your free hand using the thumb and, if you prefer, the first two fingers to control the drill's penetration. This will help protect the surface metal from possible drill chuck damage. A good 90 degree offset pneumatic drill is a very valuable tool for anyone building an all-metal aircraft. It will allow access to many otherwise inaccessible areas. Sometimes though a long 12 inch drill bit can accomplish the same thing because you can flex it with your fingers while it is slowly turning. Before you attempt to drill any rivet hole, always reassure yourself that the parts are tightly clamped and properly positioned. When drilling holes in thin metal, do not rush or forcibly push on the drill as this strong arm routine can cause the area around the hole to become noticeably dented. Whenever you can, use a small wood back-up block to keep the drill bit from bursting through the opposite side. This will insure a neater, almost burr-free hole. Coping With Burrs



One of the less pleasant aspects of building an all-metal aircraft is the seemingly endless need to remove the burrs formed any time you cut, drill, shear or punch holes in aluminum.



SHARP YH" DIA. ORLL BIT (HAND-HELD FOR OEBURRING)



USC FOR DEBURRING GRILLED



edges of aluminum and, voila!, instant deburring. It works good on wing rib lightening hole cutouts, too (Figure 1). Before flush rivets can be installed, those nicely deburred rivet holes must be prepared for the countersunk heads by dimpling or countersinking the material. Dimpling



INDUSTRIAL DEBURR1N6 TOOL



USE TO DEBURR STRAIGHT AND CURVED EDGES. EXCELLENT FOR DCBURRING UGHTENWG HOLES AND CUTOUTS. THESE TWO TOOLS CAN DO IT ALL.



ADD SMALL WOOD HANDLE FOR IMPROVED CONTROL.



TWIRL DRILL BfT LIGHTLY ON DRILLED HOLE TO DEBURR IT.



TYPICAL DEBURRING FUNCTION



FIGURE I. FAVORITE DEBURRING TOOLS IN ACTON



If this deburring is not scrupulously done for each hole, the rivets will not pull up flush and gaps may develop in the joint. This means that, after drilling all the



holes in an assembly, you MUST take it apart and deburr every hole. Every hole! The traditional way of doing this is with a sharp, larger diameter (about 3/16"-1/4") drill bit held between your fingers and twirled lightly on the drilled rivet hole. The idea is to remove the burrs — not to countersink the hole.



After you have painstakingly deburred a hundred holes or so, you will develop a great interest in saving your fingers from further wear and tear. It would help if you were to slip a small file's wood handle on the end of the drill bit to protect your hand from the sharp flutes of the bit (Figure 1). For all other deburring jobs, I highly recommend the acquisition of a regular deburring tool. It looks like a screwdriver handle with a "S" shaped sharpened narrow blade that swivels freely. You draw this gadget along the raw cut



Dimpling is the process of compressing the metal around a rivet hole, between a male and female die set, to create a nest for the rivet head. Dimpling dies are made of heat treated steel and come in matched pairs. These dies, depending on their design, can be used with a rivet gun and a bucking bar, or with a rivet squeezer. Sometimes a hammer can be substituted for a rivet gun. Although a rivet squeezer is very easy to use, its utility is reduced by its limited reach. For this reason, it can only be used for dimpling the rivet holes located along the edges. Whenever possible, both the top skin and the underlying parts should be dimpled together. However, dimpling each part separately is the more likely occurrence. You can do your dimpling using a rivet as the male die, and a homemade female die (countersink) drilled into a steel bar. The steel bar can be drilled with a single hole, or several in random locations. These are then machine countersunk slightly oversized to provide the necessary depression. To use it, slip a rivet into a rivet hole in the skin and position the steel bar so that the rivet fits into one of the countersunk holes. A hammer or a rivet gun is then used to force the rivet into the depression creating the desired dimple in the skin. When a thin surface skin is to be flush riveted to a heavier part under it, it is O. K. to countersink the thick member and to dimple the thin skin into the underlying countersunk nest. From the standpoint of strength, drilled rivet holes are preferable to punched rivet holes for dimpling. When a punched hole is dimpled, tiny little hairline cracks will sometimes appear around the hole. These tiny fractures are almost invisible unless you examine the dimpled hole with a magnifying glass. I don't believe this is, ordinarily,



of much concern unless the assembly is one that will be highly loaded in a highly stressed location, and subject to considerable vibration. Punching the rivet holes slightly undersized and reaming or redrilling them to size could obviate the condition. However, that would complicate the procedure, and would nullify the real benefit of using a SPORT AVIATION 35



Whitney punch in the first place.



Table 1. COUNTERSINKING METHODS



Diameter of rivet (in.)



Top sheet thickness (in.)



3/32



.032 .025 .025 .040 .032 .032



1/8



or greater or less or less or greater or less or less



Under sheet thickness (in.)



Use countersink method



a b e a b e



051 or greater 040 or less 064 or greater 051 or less



"Machine countersink (cut) top sheet. b Press countersink (dimple) top sheet, and machine countersink under sheet(s). c Press countersink (dimple) top and under sheets.



Countersinking



Countersinking is accomplished with a special cutting bit which carves out a cone shaped depression for a flush fastener or a rivet. Countersinking is permitted only when the surface skin is thick enough to accommodate the cutout depression without enlarging the rivet hole. For example, the surface metal skin must be at least .032" thick before it can be countersunk safely for a 3/32" flush rivet. When a 1/8" rivet is to be used, the material must be at least .040" thick to accommodate the larger countersunk



hole (see Table 1).



SOURCE: United States Navy



The Countersink Stop Tool



NOTE USE A HAMMER Oft A SLOW, SOFT HITTING RIVET GUN .



DRIVE SET FOR DIMPLING DIES



DIMPLE S DIE SET



CENTER HOLE (3/4" DIA.)



PLYWOOD (3/8" MIN.)



The safest way to obtain uniform countersunk rivet holes is with a countersink stop tool. It would be foolhardy to attempt to build a flush-riveted allmetal project without the aid of this tool. It has a micro-adjustable depth stop that insures a uniform countersinking, hole after hole. Replaceable countersink bits allow you to use the countersink stop for any size rivet hole. Alas, there is no corrective action for a rivet hole that has been countersunk too deeply .. . unless it is to rework the hole to take a larger rivet, so be careful. By being careful, I mean check out the stop tool adjustment on a scrap piece of metal first. See to it that the countersink depth is perfect for the rivet



size to be used.



BOTTLE BUCKING BLOCK (COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE)



SIDE VIEW



FIGURE 2. HANDY PORTABLE DIMPLING TABLE 36 APRIL 1987



Riveting



Wherever your rivet squeezer will reach, use it to set the rivets. It will do a more uniform job than you can do with a rivet gun. For other locations you naturally will have to set the rivets with a rivet gun and a bucking bar. Where you have access to both sides, and the component is not too large, there is no reason why you couldn't handle it single-handedly. Of course, it would be easier to have a reliable rivet bucker to help. Once in awhile, a rivet is stubborn about entering the hole in the underlying part and the joint at that point tends to separate a bit. Eliminate this risk by using plenty of clamps or Clecos in the area being worked. Also, if you have any doubt about the joint's tightness, use a draw set to force the rivet head snugly into place (see Figure 3). A draw set is nothing more than a bar with a shallow hole drilled in its end, the hole being a bit larger than the rivet. Slip the bar over the protruding rivet shank and give the rivet head a light
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COUNTERSUNK INSTALLATION
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AN426 RIVET (ICO0 COUNTERSUNK HEAD NOMENCLATURE).



USED WITH THIN SKINS.



USED WITH THICK SNNS.



TYPICAL RIVET SPECIFICATION A N 426 AD 3 4



_4/I6" LONG (Lt



COUNTERSNKING NOT DEEP ENOUGH.



Lj/32" DIAMETER.



COUNTERSINKING TOO DEEP.



RIVET DRIVEN TOO HARD.



(AND/OR IS TOO SHORT)



1_2117 T4 ALUM. ALLOY. 1—COUNTERSUNK 100° HEAD.



L-NAVY



RIVET



.ARMY



FAILURE TO DEBURR HOLE



AND REMOVE CHPS.



rn CLAMP SKINS AND LINE-DRILL ALL RIVET HOLES.



SEPARATE SKINS AND DEBURR ALL RIVET HOLES



CRIMP EDGES OF EXTERNAL SKINS LIGHTLY BEFORE INSTALLATION AND RIVETING.,. ^v



^RIVET LINE



/E;XTERNAL SKIN



TBE^.



/



- FRAME



SKIN



Vf



\ BECAUSE THIN SKINS TEND TO CURL UP ALONG THE EDGES - ESPECIALLY WHEN RIVET EDGE DISTANCES ARE TOO GREAT.



SETTING A RIVET USING A HAND DRAW SET.



.'RIVET LINE , EXTERNAL SKIN



-FRAME



HOW TO DULL OUT A BAD RIVET .RIVET LINE



.SKIN



FIGURE 3. T-"'



WORKING WITH FLUSH RIVETS MINIMUM EDGE DISTANCE (3/32" RIVETS = VK") 11/3" RIVETS = \M")
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INSTALL A FLUSH RIVET IN EACH PRE-OIMPLED RIVET HOLE.



2}



PLASTIC TAPE OVER RIVET HEADS TO KEEP THEM FROM WLLING OUT



between rivets. Another way to avoid this out-of-kilter problem is by not riveting in the logical manner. That is, don't set each rivet in sequence as you work towards the ends of the skin. Instead, it is better to start in the middle, in the usual manner, but to skip rivet holes and set a rivet in every 5th hole as you work towards the ends. Then, return, insert and drive the middle rivet in each open hole, etc. This procedure will limit the amount of slippage and just about eliminate bulges between rivets.



Reverse Riveting INSTALL STIFFENERS, ETC.



FLIP SKIN UPSIDE DOWN



UPSET (DRIVE) RIVETS WITH A RIVET GUN OR A HAMMER.



FLUSH SET



OPTIONS



VETING COMPLETED



TABLE SAW TOP OR ANY STEEL SURFACE SIDE VIEW



FIGURE 4. REVERSE RIVETING TECHNIQUE



tap-tap with the rivet gun or a small hammer. This will draw the mating parts into close contact and the rivet can then be driven in the usual manner. A draw set may be purchased, or you can make



your own from a one inch steel bar about 6 inches long.



Riveting Sequence Is Important A line of rivets riveted in consecutive order tends to get slightly out-of-kilter as you progress. By the time the last rivets are in place at the end of a row, you may find that some metal has tended to bulge or pucker up due, primarily, to the swelling of the metal around the set rivets. Eliminate this an38 APRIL 1987



noyance by securely clamping the metal with a couple of bolts if possible, or with C-clamps. Clecos are helpful, of course, but they will allow a slight slippage to take place in a long row of rivets. Another way to avoid this out-of-kilter problem is by not riveting in the logical manner. That is, don't set each rivet in sequence as you work towards the ends of the skin. Instead, it is better to start in the middle, in the usual manner,



but to skip rivet holes and set a rivet in every 5th hole as you work towards the ends. Then return, insert and drive the middle rivet in each open hole, etc. This procedure will limit the amount of slippage and just about eliminate bulges



Sometimes it is called "back riveting". The idea is the same. It is an excellent way to rivet stiffeners to thin aluminum skins such as those commonly used for control surfaces in homebuilt designs like the Mustangs and Van's RVs. First, drill and dimple the rivet holes in the usual manner. Next, insert a rivet into each of the drilled holes and temporarily hold them in place with plastic tape. Some types of "Scotch Tape" should not be used because it is almost impossible to remove after riveting. Ditto for some masking tape. Try your favorite plastic tape on a sample riveted piece to see if it can be easily removed (see Figure 4). The next step is to flip the skin over so that the rows of rivet stems are exposed. Lay the aluminum skin over a steel plate or steel table. A bench saw is fine but be careful to avoid riveting over a groove. Proceed to set the rivets with a rivet gun preferably. A small hammer can also be used, but be careful that you don't miss the rivet and damage the skin. The safest rivet set to use for back riveting is the one designed for homebuilders which keeps the rivet set from slipping off, thanks to a specially designed plastic collar. This spring loaded collar also imposes pressure on the skin, thereby helping insure a tight joint. Your completed back riveting job can be fast and flawless . . . and there will be no waviness along the rivet line. I set all the rivets for a RV-4 rudder



skin in just 6 minutes per side using the method. Of course, that was after all the aforementioned preparations were completed. But the process is fast, and highly recommended. Use it wherever



you can.



If you wish to contact the author for additional information, please write to Tony Bingelis, 8509 Greenflint Lane, Austin, TX 78759.____
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Riveting Soft Materials 

als like metal, this system works great. For softer materials like plastic and fiberglass, the expanding ball can pull through the hole, defeating the grip of the rivet.
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Building Basics: Riveting Techniques 

As with all other facets of riveting, practice using this tool on scrap that is identical to the material you ulti- mately want to work on. It takes practiceâ€”and patience.
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Building Basics: Riveting Equipment 

Rosie the Riveter used during. World War II. Designers have made some progress in rivet gun ergonomics and reduced the vibration in bucking bars to enhance ...
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Structural Riveting for Aircraft 

shear strength with joint bearing strength, and minimizes the number of holes (and rivets) in a rivet pattern. Immediately, the second question is, "How many riv-.
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strobe flush 

INSTALLATION OF STI-1215 STOPPERÂ® DOME FOR HORN/SPEAKER/STROBE FLUSH ... Test appliance according to appliance manufacturer's instructions.
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semi flush 

INVOLVED CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE CORRECT BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR. Products with electronic ballasts must not be ...
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semi flush 

PERSON FAMILIAR WITH THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE ... ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE CORRECT BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR.
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semi flush - D3R 

Issue: 1 28.07.2015. SEMI FLUSH. 7768 / SKU 1362008. P.01 /02. LIRE ATTENTIVEMENT LES INSTRUCTIONS AVANT DE COMMENCER LE MONTAGE.
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Amani Flush Mount (LED) 

F 455, F 457, F 458. M. M. M. CAUTION - RISK OF FIRE. This product must be installed in accordance with the applicable installation code by a person familiar ...
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In-Wall Flush Mount Stereo Speaker Ceiling Flush Mount Stereo 

Coloque las tiras adhesivas dentro del marco de los parlantes. Inserte la rejilla de .... necesitarÃ¡ tener acceso al interior de los parlantes durante la instalaciÃ³n.
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Hounslow1 Light Flush Mount 

CAUTION - RISK OF FIRE. This product must be installed in accordance with the applicable installation code by a person familiar with the construction and operation of the product and the hazards involved. Use minimum 90Â°c supply conductors. 4. 1. 1.
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Pro-Flush - media - Diversitech 

California Proposition 65: ... California SCAQMD Rule 443.1 (VOC's): 0% ..... ebullición, refresque el envase a ~80°F (27°C) antes de las latas de la abertura o.
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Pro-Flush - media - Diversitech 

Green algae, Selenastrum capricornutum. 96 hours Effect Concentration 50%. >2.32 mg/l. SECTION 13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS. Dispose of spill-clean ...
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semi flush - D3R 

Issue: 1 28.07.2015. SEMI FLUSH. 7766 / SKU 1362006. P.01 /02. LIRE ATTENTIVEMENT LES INSTRUCTIONS AVANT DE COMMENCER LE MONTAGE.
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Marteau Flush Mount 

... côté du attache fileté de l'écrou pré-installée sur le plaque de montage. Installez l'anneau de fond abat-jour et diffuseur, puis fixez-les en place avec le fleuron.
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Pro-Flush - media - Diversitech 

2. Re-sealable container to hold the contaminated flush material. 3. Nitrogen tank with ... line outdoors at the disconnected condensing unit. 4. ...... En caso de que se produzca un derrame de líquidos, el pentafluoropropano se evaporará de ..... ma
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Pavé Flush Mount 

with the construction and operation of the product and the hazards involved. Use minimum 90°c supply conductors. 4. 1. 1. 6. 7. 5. Pavé Flush Mount. 1.0. FM442.
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In-Wall Flush Mount Stereo Speaker Ceiling Flush Mount ... - Leviton 

peinture au latex, et couvrir le treillis d'une couche de peinture antirouille. REMARQUE : retirer l'Ã©toffe interne du treillis avant de peindre. Directives : 1.
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toilets with 3”flush valves 

N'EST PAS COMPLÈTEMENT TOURNÉE EN POSITION DE BLOCAGE. 10. Régler le niveau d'eau du réservoir pour qu'il coïncide avec la ligne servant de ...
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TOILETS WITH 3â€�FLUSH VALVES 

IMPORTANT: Always clear sand and rust from system. â€¢ Remove valve top by lifting arm and rotating top 1/8 turn counterclockwise. â€¢ While holding a container ...
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toilets with 3â€�flush valves 

USE NO PUTTY. Plastic wing nuts (F) are tightened by hand sufficiently to prevent rocking; and since the tank bolts are already sealed, the tank can be leveled by the relative amount that each wing nut is pulled down on the three points of contact...
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TOILETS WITH 3”FLUSH VALVES 

*(2) Tank Bolt. Boulon de réservoír. Tornillo de tanque. *(2) Rubber Washer. Rondelle en caoutchouc. Arandela de goma. *(1) Bevel Washer. Rondelle oblique.
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Dori Flush Mount - Clarkson Lighting 

These fixtures are intended to be installed utilizing compliant junction. NEC boxes. This product is safety listed for damp locations. Incandescent lamps may be ...
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Standish 2 Light Flush Mount 

Secure the mounting plate to the junction box. ... Place the pipe cover, spacer, steel washer, rubber washer, shade, rubber washer, and steel washer onto the ...
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